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these contexts, much public and academic discourse entrenched an optimistic

reality of contemporary housing dynamics brings such notions into question. The

points to compelling evidence across EU15 countries of decreasing entry into
housing independence (chapter 2). The outcomes of housing constraints and
alternative arrangements beyond traditional conceptions of standardised housing

dependence in housing transitions (chapter 3) and factors triggering interruptions
to residential independence that may necessitate returns to the parental home

housing dynamics.

Structural drivers
The argument put forth is that housing career realignments are not merely the
symptoms of a temporary recession, but are, to a great extent, the outcomes of
structural transformations in labour and housing markets alongside changing
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polarisation and employment insecurity (chapter 6). Fundamentally, these

Alongside diminished income shares, increasingly precarious employment
contracts often deny access to mortgage credit or deter purchase decisions.
At the same time, housing markets across countries have transformed – albeit

housing (Fernandez and Aalbers 2016; Aalbers 2016). Property markets have been
capital – alongside the rise of mortgage credit. While the expansion of credit did

that exposed precarious buyers to high levels of debt and risk. Underlying this,
credit expansion and property investment have seen rising housing prices across

markets further both increase potential volatility and contribute to heterogeneity

relatively advantaged or disadvantaged by timing, market sector, or ability to
leverage capital.
These labour and housing transformations have been both shaped by and met

varied across national contexts, have tended to favour labour and housing market
insiders, upholding or amplifying economic divergence.

Common trajectories
The research has been both able to point to the diversity of housing career realignment
in the face of more global forces of labour, housing and state transformations.
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some signs of convergence. The evidence across the European contexts points to

On the one hand, common trends point to an increasing role of market forces

liberal regime. Rather, an increasingly marketised housing and

countries have traditionally valued (early) residential independence and stable

the absence of state and market players, the combination of both increasingly
marketised and familialistic contexts may destabilise fundamental aspects of the

recourse.
In understanding potential trajectories in labour, housing and state
transformations, the UK provides a salient case. The UK is not only relevant of

trends playing out across many economies. Within Europe, the UK denotes a highly
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provisions, and increasing conditions of labour market inequality and precarity.

cautionary case for countries that have increasingly embraced optimistic ideologies

complex and precarious trajectories. All this, occurring in a context of rising labour
state support. Together, these circumstances have only tended to emphasise

strongest currency. Nonetheless, optimistic assessments of the potential of a
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increasing shares shut out from the property market and facing more precarious

toxic congruence of employment
may not only be a dilemma of social justice but has implications for the viability of

of the population, this undermines the viability of future housing market demand.
divides, this raises important questions in terms of the future sustainability of
such polarisation. Will the future of housing markets be characterised by a stark

– demanding a clear evaluation of the central role of housing dynamics in future
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